NEW HAVEN, Mo. - ALPS Mountaineering, manufacturer of performance-driven technical support gear for wilderness adventures, exploration, and family camping, will initiate the Peak 45 in 2019, another lightweight pack with essential features. The Peak 45 is available in clay/apricot and solid gray, appealing to both male and female users.

The 2 lbs. 10 oz. pack is one of the lightest 45L packs available, ideal for rugged adventures. The pack is made of 200D nylon double ripstop fabric and a 3D mesh suspension. ALPS uses only the highest quality materials for constructing each pack. Dependability is a must when traveling long distances on various types of terrain. The Peak 45 gives explorers more opportunity to carry every item needed while still providing a comfortable carry. There is plenty of storage options with the large front stretch pockets, two bottle pockets, and loops for trekking poles. Other helpful features include side compression straps, load lifter straps, removable waist belt with pockets and a removable sternum strap.

The Peak 45 boasts an aluminum frame stay and rain cover for battling harsh conditions. Reach your highest goal with the Peak 45, available for purchase at alpsmountaineering.com and various retail locations throughout the U.S.

For more information on ALPS Mountaineering, visit alpsmountaineering.com and alpsbrands.com

About ALPS Mountaineering:
ALPS Mountaineering began in 1993 with a singular mission: to manufacture high quality, performance-driven outdoor products without the premium price tag that consumers would expect to find in quality gear. They continue to expand their product line into a wide range of categories including tents, packs, camp furniture, hiking accessories, lights, rainwear, and sleep systems. In addition, all of their gear is backed by an industry-leading lifetime guarantee, ensuring that ALPS Mountaineering will be with you on all of your future outdoor adventures. An ALPS Brands Company. Active Lifestyle Products and Services.
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